The general administration page has a variable name collision ("style" in the submit button).

I was unable to change the general preferences in the general administration form. The reason is a naming collision between the cookie variable "style" and the name of the "Change Styles only" submit button. The consequence is that the code for changing style is run every time (because the "style" variable is always set).

The associative array $_REQUEST consist of the contents of $_GET, $_POST, and $_COOKIE.

Solution

To solve this you have to change the line: <input type="submit" name="style" value="Change style only" /> to: <input type="submit" name="changestyle" value="Change style only" /> in the file: $TIKI_ROOT/templates/tiki-admin-include-general.tpl

And change the line: if $_REQUEST%22style%22 { to: if $_REQUEST%22changestyle%22 { in the file: $TIKI_ROOT/tiki-
admin_include_general.php
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**fumphco** 11 Sep 06 03:18 GMT-0000
I had the same problem in my 1.9.5 site, and your solution worked. Thanks!

**Marc Laporte** 02 Jun 07 03:55 GMT-0000
I have no problem here. The problem must have been fixed since the report, a year ago.

I am closing this bug.
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